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1. INTRODUCTION

This report describes the system design of a regional
computer center for the libraries of the New England state universi-
ties. The function of this center is to provide library technical
processing services to the participating libraries. These services
will include:

1. Catalog data file creation and maintenance.

2. Catalog data file search and retrieval.

3. Production of catalog card sets.

4. Production of book labels.

5. Production of book pockets.

6. Acquisitions control.

Although the services listed above are the only ones that have
been planned thus far, the services that the regional center might
eventually provide need not be restricted to these but might extend
to any of the following:

1. Production of accessions lists.

2. Production of book catalogs.

3. Production of serial holdings lists.

4. Circulation control.

5. Serial records control.

6. Maintenance of subject and other authority files.

The computer will be used as a tool to provide processing
services, but equally important, it will be a conduit for current
cataloging information in machine form produced by the Library of
Congress MARC project.

The mechanized regional center will provide service and
speed that would not be economically attainable in separated or
manual systems. The planned growth rates of the participating
libraries (between 10% and 20% per year) are now matched by
increasing problems of backlog and a short supply of skilled
library personnel. The regional computer center will perform much
of the clerical operations that now burden the libraries' profes-
sional staff, and will in addition provide better service to the
libraries' users by closing the time gap between acquisition and
availability.
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In this study we have developed a system design of
scheduWgrowth, under which a succession of service functions
are to be programmed, tested, and placed in operation. Three
tasks have been defined which comprise the systems and programming
work required to implement the system.

Task 1: Catalog data file creation.

Task 2: Catalog data file searching.

Task 3: Acquisitions processing.

The programs for these tasks and the machine configura-
tions to run them, both in demonstration and in regional center
operation, are discussed in the following secticns. Task 1 is
already in progress and is scheduled for completion by August 1,
1967.

1.1 STUDY PROGRESS AND OBJECTIVES

The magnitude of the services to be provided ultimately
by the regional center dictated that the system be partitioned into
separate and successive tasks. Three tasks were identified, and
each of these was required to meet the simultaneous constraints of
effective service to the intended users, economic feasibility, and
state-of-the-art program techniques and machine configurations.

TO determine the user requirements, three joint meetings
were held with the librarians of the six New England state universi-
ties, members of their professional staft4 NEBHE representatives
and members of our senior staff. Interim reports and working
papers 1,2,3 were prepared for these meetings, and were discussed,
evaluated, and criticized by all concerned with the aim of deriving
a system plan responsive to the needs of all participants. These
meetings were of great value in guiding the project.

A systems team visited each of the participating libraries
during November and December, and examined their overall operations
with emphasis on cataloging and acquisition procedures. The

Buck an , et a . o es Prepared for Project Meeting on a
Regional Library Techn ca rocessing enter) n oronlcs, nc
August 1571966.

2. , Creation and Initial Use of a Machine Form
METOTOTTeTi ETigat-rafre"gr-Mai Encoding
Current cquisltions and Co ections.Being eclassified)
Inforonics, 1.17677ERTREE7171770677'

3. , Design of a Technical Processing Center for
Wi-TERIEWEIbraries: Interim Re ort on Catalog barTieltion,
raalog DairniFEEIng, and'hcquisi ions rocess ng, In oronics,

H-ovembeir-177.067'



libraries and staff members were extremely helpful and provided
valuable data and insights that will continue to be of use in
successive project tasks.

An "overlap" experiment was conducted to determine the
degree of collection duplication between libraries. The results
are discussed in Appendix 1. Among these, it was shown that a
random volume from one library had a 40% chance of being present
in another randomly selected library. When current imprint samples
were tested, the figure rose to 47%. Rhode Island's holdings were
shown to be the "core" collection of greatest duplication elsewhere.

Visits to the Library of Congrecs were made to determine
the status and format of the MARC Project, and to discuss the
problems of subject authority maintenance and filing rules for
machine-form catalogs. A meeting of the USASI subcommittee 15
(Filing) was also attended to discuss the possible recommendations
of that group. Our final format decisions were to maintain 100%
compatibility wlth MARC, though in forms more convenient for data
manipulation. Appendix 2 discusses this in detail.

The problem of uniform use of L.C. classification schedule
is considered in Appendix 3. While the system design of Task 1
makes local exceptions possible, these are not recommended.

During the final stages of this project, we have been
studying the machine possibilities :for the regional center, and
have discussed both existing and soon-to-exist computers, mass
storage devices, line printers, and other peripheral equipment
with a variety of manufacturers. While computers are experiencing
rapid state-of-the-art advances and decreasing costs, progress in
mass storage devices has been discouragingly slow by comparison.
The configurations we describe are based on equipment existing at
present.

WiTformation Systems Office A Preliminary
Re ort on the MARC Pilot Pro'ect Washington, D.C., October 1966
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2. OVERALL PLAN AND DEVELOPMENT TIMETABLE

The development of the regional center has two component
schedules: one for program development and one for performance of
service operations. These are shown in Figure 2-1. The program
developments have been identified as Tasks 1, 2, and 3, and their
descriptions are included in this section. The demonstration of
service operations is identified as Task 4 and is also described
in this section. Task 1 is currently in progress. Its implementa-
tion is described in the Task 1 progress report of March 10, 1967.
The system configurations of Tasks 2 and 3 are described in subse-
quent sections.

Task 1 programming is scheduled for completion on August 1,
1967. The final two months of this task are devoted to checkout
and testing, so that Task 2 could begin on July 1, 1967. This is
a four month task that includes one month of checkout, sa that Task
3 could begin October 1, 1967. Task 3 is a nine month effort that
would extend to July 1968.

The successive service operations are shown to begin at
the completion of the respective programming tasks. File creation
from MARC tapes would begin in August 1967, data file searching in
December 1967, and starting in May 1968, a two month transition
period would be used to switch over from the magnetic tape based
system, adequate for Tasks 1 and 2s to the mass storage based
system required for TaSk 3, In July 1968, all three task programs
would be in service operation oa the mass storage system.

2.1 TASK I SYSTEM: CATALOG DATA FILE CREATION

The function to be performed by Task 1 of this experiment
is to develop programs to create a file of catalog data in machine
readable form. If the creation of this file is to be economical,
it must.be a by-product of the individual library's normal opera-
tion. One source of the data for the catalog data file (hereafter
called CDF) is, therefore, the catalog data created in processing
new acquisitions for the library. A second source is Project MARC.
A third source is catalog data from any reclassification project
contemplated or underway in any of the libraries.

The CDF will be recorded in a format common to all
participants and will be compatible with other readily available
data. This requirement is best satisfied by using the Library of
Congress format as the standard--in particular, its Project MARC
format.

2.1.1 Services Provided by Task 1 Programs

Task 1 programs are described in the Task 1 report.1 The
services to the libraries provided by Task 1 programs will be the
production of catalog card sets, labels for book spines, and labels

1. The Development of a System for Catalog Data File Creation for
the New En land Regional Librar Technical Processing Center,
Inforonics, Inc., March 10, 1967.
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for book pockets. Catalog card sets will be printed on standard
rag stock in upper and lower case. In addition to building the
CDF, this will provide immtdiately useful products for new catalog-
ing and reclassification. When other libraries process the same
title, additional card sets can be produced. All card sets will
be produced complete with overtyped headings ready for filing.

Book Labels will be produced automatically on a tape
typewriter using a Selin platen. Special labeling in addition to
the call number will be derived from copy number and book location
information which is provided with the catalog copy. The computer
will type the copy number and location information in the proper
format on the label.

Book pockets will be labeled using pressure sensitive
adhesive labels. This service will be optional so that libraries
that do not need printed pockets will not receive them.

2.1.2 Use of Task 1 Services in Cataloging New Titles

Catalog card sets for new titles received by the libraries
will be produced by the system. When a library catalogs a title,
they will request catalog cards and labels for the title by submit-
ting the Library of Congress card number, their location and copy
information, and their call number if they do not wish to use the
Library of Congress call number. If the record for the item is
in the NEM file, catalog cards and labels will be produced and
shipped to the library. If the record for the item is not in the
NEM file, they will be informed that the item is not on file.
The library will then submWcitalog copy, their own original cat-
aloging or Library of Congress catalog copy, to the. center. The
center will encode it, type it, enter it into the CDF, and produce
and ship the catalog cards to the library, In Task 2, the libraries
may request catalog cards by author and/or title as well as by
Library of Congress card number.

2.1.3 Use of Task 1 Services for Reclassification

The programs developed in Task I could be used to generate
catalog cards, shelf lis cards, and labels for spines and pockets
in a reclassification project. The catalog cards could be generated
in alphabetical order to facilitate filing in the catalog. The
labels could be generated in Dewey order so that they might easily
be matched with the books on the shelves. In addition to provid-
ing the proper catalog cards and labels for the items reclassified,
a machine readable record for the items reclassified would also be
produced. This record could later be used to produce book catalogs
or special subject bibliographies or might be used as the basis for
record conversion in a mechanized circulation system.

Depending upon the desires cy.;! the libraries, the reclassi-
fication might proceed class by class, each book in the Dewey class
being reclassified into its Library of Congress equivalent, or it
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might be done selectively; if the selection were based on date,
it could be done by center personnel.

Catalog copy for conversion would be supplied to the
center in some form. Micro-filming the entire shelf list would
probably be the most efficient means for providing catalog copy in
any' large scale reclassification effort. When the shelf list does
not contain Library of Congress catalog copypthe National Union
Catalog and the Library of Congress printed catalogs caulli-56-'
MI-Mid if so desired by the libraries. Searching for Library
of Congress catalog copy would increase the costs of the reclassi-
fication project but would assure that Library of Congress catalog
copy would be present in the CDF when it existed for the title.
This should appeal to the other libraries who would be using the
data in the CDF. The desirability of using a shelf list with a
high percentage of Library of Congress cataloging copy as the
conversion source is obvious. When Library of Congress catalog-
ing copy cannot be found for the title, the center will input
the catalog data as supplied by the library assigning a NEBHE
number to the record in lieu of the Library of Congress card num-
ber.

The processing center, as it receives reclassification
cataloging copy, will encode and key the data in a MARC compatible
format, and after proofreading and correcting, will store it in
the computer's memory. The center will, on a batch basis, produce
catalog cards once a month, shipping t required number of card
sets and labels to the originating librcay. All the libraries
will receive notification of all titles reclassified during the
month in the form of lists by Library of Congress card number,
author, and title.

The othsr libraries may then request catalog card sets
and labels for the items desired by submitting either the Library
of Congress card number or the NEBHE identification number plus
their own location and copy information.

2.2 TASK 2 SYSTEM: CATALOG DATA FILE SEARCHING

Task 2 consists of the development of techniques and
programs to permit searching of the master file by elements other
than the L.C. card number and by various combinational elements.
We are concerned here with searching in support of cataloging,
and the search techniques and programs should be optimal with
respect to three somewhat opposing objectives: high probability
of matching when unimportant variations occur between question
and file, low probability of multiple selection when similar
bibliographic elements occur for different titles in the file,
and small storage requirements with low running time, We are
concerned initiall, with an off line teletypewriter based system,
although the techniques dev''oped will also be applicable to any
future display terminal systaa operating on-line.



2.2.1 Proposed Operation

A library cataloging query will contain one or more of
the following bibliographic items:

L.C. card number
Author
Title.
Date
Selected Items from Imprint
Selected Items from Collation

At least one of the first three items nust be present. The
cataloger who composes the query will use his judgment to
anticipate the difficulty of the search and include only those
items required for unambiguous specification.

The cataloger will prepare Teletype queries to be
searched by the certer. During the initial test operation,
successful searches will result in delivery of catalog cardsland
a morning report will be transmitted to each library indicating
the status of the previous daesqueries. In the case of unsuc-
cessful searches the requesting library will then obtain cataloging
information by other means or by original cataloging, and such
information will be sent to the center for its file.

2.2.2 ,Beigional Center Search Operation

Task 2 (the searching operation just described) will
be performed on the computer by a "batch" processing operation.
This means that all search requests received during an interval
(perhaps one day) would be collected and the file will be searched
that night. A complete set of responses would be printed out
for verification. In this verification, the queries which are
unsuccessful will then be further investigated by center personnel
to insure that the matching programs are accurate. The daily
processing report will also notify the requesting cataloger of
unsuccesaful searches so that he may reformulate his search query
if this seems advisable. Man-machine interaction of this sort
will be greatly facilitated when the system switches to on-line
search and response.

2.2.2.1 Batch Processing

In Task 2 batch processing will be used to save costs
during the period when the file is small. This method uses low
cost magnetic tape files rather than random access memory. The
main catalog will be ordered by L.C. card number. Directories
containing abbreviated catalog data will be created for author
and title searching.
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2.2.3 Search Strategy

The relative efficiency of various search strategies
mill be explored during Task 2. Search by L.C. card number will
be unambiguevelbut title and author searches will require more
than simple matching in cases where partial or multiple equivalence
exists between the search form and the file form. Search strategy
in Task 2 (search in support of cataloging) will differ from the
searches of Task 3 (search in support of acquisitions) in that it
is assumed that the question data will be more definite and speci-
fic. The Task 2 question will, in general, be made with the book
in hand, whereas the Task 3 question will be composed from data in
publishers' catalogs, faculty requests, etc.

The output of the searching of a batch of requests should
possibly be arranged in two groups, one of which represents those
items with high probability of being correct, and the other contain-
ing items about which there is some question. The latter group
could be reviewed before card sets are automatically produced and
mailed. This will be explored.

2.2.3.1 Search by lac C. Card Number

A first search group would be by L.C. card number with a
few characters of the-tjtle used for automatic verification. Title
segments could be included in the search query and matched, or
merely made a part of a response in the ease of an on-line system.
The output of this search could be in three parts:

A. Complete matches.
B. Match L.C. number, no match on title.
C. NO match on L.C. number.

The first category, A4 obviously is correct and can be
sent on to card production automatically. The second two, B and
CI should be returned to the library cataloger. In actual opera-
tion, category B will be rare. Category C will be frequent
initially and will decrease as the file grows and more MARC data
becomes available.

2.2.3.2 Title Search

A second type of search is by title, in which the author,
the date of publication, or other items from the imprint or colla-
tion statements are used as verification information. The responses
can be usefully grouped as follows:

A. Complete match.
B. Incomplete match.
C. NO match.
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The 4A's can be processed into cards; the B's returned
to the cataloger for specification of a refined search. C's
will be identified in the.moining report to the requesting
library, so that the questioner may reformvlate the query, further
verify his informationi or try to obtain cataloging data from
another source.

2.2.3.3 Search by Author

A third type of search question will be by personal or
corporate author (corporate author will be indicated in the cata-
log data as it is in MARC). In addition to author, a few characters
of the title and the edition information may be encoded for verifi-
cation. The response front this type of search will be the following
groups:

A. Complete match (one response).
B. Complete match except edition (one response).
C. Complete match with more than one catalog entry.
D. NO match.

There is a high probability that A will be correct, and
it can be processbd further into card sets. Group El will have to
be inspected to see if the different edition alters the content of
the catalog data. If it is a different edition, the request can
be processed further with the different edition statement included
in the data, or alternately, LeCe copy for the requested edition
can be obtained, and keyed. Group C will have to be inspected fur-
ther to select proper entry. Group D will be entered in the next
search procedure.

2.2.3.4 Conference Proceedings

Because of the difficulty of knowing the exact form of
the main entry in conference proceedings, these searches may require
additional search tools.

The cataloger will search locally using an aid prepared
by the center. This searching aid shall be a permuted index of
all such proceedings. A permuted index of corporated names may
also prove useful.

2.2.4 Use of MARC Data

The MARC data will be searched in a manner identical to
that described above. If MARC data enters the system after an
entry is already cataloged, it will replace that data already in
the file. The libraries will be notified and, if they desire, can
order new card sets containing the L.C. catalog data. This con-
dition will be a rare one, however, if the MARC data is as timely
as it promises to be. Our master file will contain two sub-



files: data used by a NEB1 2 participant at least once (largely
MARC data): and EARC-data not yet used by NEBHE. This parti-
tioning is anbiternal matter of optimizing file access time,
and in *Um absence of any substantial reclassification project,
the entire file will be principally MARC data.

2.2.5 Computer Programmireg Requirements (Task 2)

The programming for Task 2 includes creating additional
files of match information from elements of the master filei
generator programs, searching routines for rapidly scanning the
directories, printout and response programs for creating hard-
copy finding lists and query status output, and directory
maintenance programs. Task 2 will include the following programs.

2.2.5.1 Directory Generator

This program creates directory entries from both
existing master files and new cataloging data being entered.
Directories will be created for author, title, and L.C. card
number.

2.2.5.2 Filing Key Generator

This program generates a filing key for the directory
from the bibliographic item corresponding to the list. The
program removes case information, accent marks, and other informa-
tion which cannot be handled by a character-by-character alphabetic
sorting sequence. It will not at this stage handle anything more
complicated than an ordinary alphabetic sort key. More complex
filing keys will be developed later as they appear in MARC data.

2.2.5.3 Directory Search and Printout Program

This program compares search entries with the pertinent
. directory and records matches. The program prints out matches
for verification if there is more than one match, or prints out
entries for which there is no match. The successful searches
which do match are processed by the Task 1 program to create
labels, etc. It is likely that two sets of search and response
programs will be needed: one for verification of the search
without card production, and one used for unattended search and
card production.

2.2.5.4 Directory Merge

The new directory information in the master file will
be periodically merged to form updated directory files.
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2.2.6 System Configuration for Task 2

Task 2 involves creation of a computer system to solve
centrally the intellectual workload of cataloging, using a computer
service center as a centralizing focus. The mode of processing in
this proposed shared cataloging center will be "batch processing".
That is to say input requests arrive into the center in a randam
manner via teletype from the six (or more) participating libraries.
Bequests are stored into an ordered queue; but the order of the
queue is based on the bibliographic content of the request and not
the time at which the request arrived (see Task 3). At some
arbitrary point in time (at the end of an hour, or two hours, or a
day), all the requests accumulated in the queue or batch thus far
are processed against the center's master file of member holdings
and MARC cataloged data. During the processing a new queue may be
beginning to be formed.

Matching the accumulated request queue, now called a
request batch, produces actions in accordance with normal find or
don't find conditions encountered in a manual search. If the catalog
data is available, a set of cards, book labels, etc. is generated
for printing and an affirmative answer to the search request is sent
over TTY to the requestingrifintry. If the results of the search
are null, the requestor is so notified and asked to resubmit the
search or to enter the catalog data into the system when available.

The data to be printed is pre-sorted and line printed off-
line to the computer (i.e. coftcurrent with other processing), and
then delivered to the appropriate requestor.

In the above, the following main hardware/software func-
tions are implied:

Function Software Hardware

1. Message Processing TTY & queue
buildikag programs

TTY's; message send/
receive hardware

2. Batching Sorting program 4 tape units

3. Retrieval Retrieval program Main computer

4. Off-line printing None Off-line printer

Two classes of computers would be adequate to perform the hardware/
softiare functions outlined above: medium-scale (IS) and large-scale



(LS). Hardware prices for two low-priced typical systems are given
below:

Hardware

Main computer
(8-k memory)

Message Answering

TTY (A)

Tape controller

4 Tape units

Off-line printer

Purchase

Monthly Rental
(= 1/40 Purchase)

+ TTY rental

Medium Scale

$381000
(24-k char)

$30,390

$680 (per month)

$101000

$48,000

$561375

$182,765

$ 41569

680

$ 5,249

Large Scale

$110,000
(48-k char)

$71500

$680

$18,000

$48,000

$56,375

$239,875

$ 5,408

680

$ 6,088

The differences between these two classes of computers lies in the
word size (3 characters per word or 6 characters per word), and the
pawer and sophistication of the instruction set. It should be kept
in mind that the larger computer might be easier to adapi the
requirements of Task 3.

2.3 TASK 3 SYSTEM: ACQUISITIONS, SEARCH, AND CONTROL

In Task 3 the catalog search capability will be ezpanded
to support acquisitions. In order to support acquisitions search, a
large part of the library's complete catalog must be encoded into
the catalog data file so that searches,can be made against current
holdings. This requirement will beisfied by storing MARC catalog
data, encoding current acquisitions and entries from any reclassifi-
cation process.

The basic requirement of acauisitions searching is the
capability for rapid back and forth communication or dialog between
the acquisitions searcher and the system. This capability is needed
to locate the proper descriptive data about a book given incomplete
information. This requirement is satisfied by storing the catalog
dai,a in a random access file, instead of magnetic tape, and linking
the libraries to a time-shared random access file by a typewriter
keyboard.
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The primary difference between searching in Task 2 and
Task 3 is that in Task 3 the searcher has immediate access to the
catalog whereas in Task 2 the searcher has to wait for a batch
processing on magnetic tape. This rapid access capability will
allow a dialog between the catalog and the searcher, so that the
searcher can immediately refine his question if an inquiry fails.

2.3.1 Services to be Provided by Task 3

The following services are to be provided to the library
acquisition staffs by Task 3 search capability:

1. Search of kloldings.

2. Automatic typing of purchase orders.

3. Maintenance of purchase order control file and
automatic typing of claims.

4. Maintenance and automatic typing of want licts.

2.3.1.1 Holdings Search

Requests for file search will be entered in a standard
form on the keyboard terminal. The search will consist of L.C.
card number or an author or title, a code for requesting library,
and vendor name. One of the following responses will be transmitted
isamodiLatoly to the requesting library;

1. Requesting library has item in its collection.
Type out notification to searcher.

2. Requesting library has item on order. Type
out notification to searcher.

3. Another participating library hap item in
its collection or on order. This indicalu=
that the central file has the data and that a
purchase order will be automatically produced.
In additionsa punch card could be issued to
be resubmitted to file when requesting
library receives item from vendor. The
Integrated order control system will be
designed during the initial period of
Task 3.
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4, The MARC data file has a record for this item.
This is analogous to present manual searching
of L.C. proof slip files. Create a purchase
order as in 3.

5, No match is found. File searches, which contain
incomplete or ambiguous entries, can be processed
so that alternative forms of the entry are searched
automatically. In addition, the file response will
be rapid so if such entry fails to match, the
searcher can express it in another form. If all
searches fail, then the searcher will have to
refer to the conventional manual references.

2.3.1.2 Production of Purchase Order Record

For titles contained in the catalog, the search procedure
will create an order record. For searches wbich yield no response,
an order record must be created in machin3 form. These records
will be processed in batches of a suitable size so that all book
orders to a vendor may be printed on the same purchase order form.
The purchase order form will be produced automatically for mailing

to the selected vendor in a window envelope,

2.3.1.3 Production of Control File Information

The order records in machine form will be entered into
the center's control file to:

1. Produce a card for the public catalog indicating
that the item is now on order. Temporary card
will contain basic bibliographic data,

2. Produce a machine record which vendor will enclose
in the book. When delivered, it will serve as
automatic notification to central file that the item
has been received, thereby initiating request for
catalog cards and labels.

3. Produce a record for a manual on-order file it this

is required.

4. Produce a notification slip to requestor indicating
that his request item has been ordered.

5. Encumber departmental or other funds as indicated
on purcaase request. Fund balance will be updated .
upon receipt of invoice.
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6. Initiate claims when an order remains for a given
time period.

2.3.1.4 Book Processing

When books are received, the library will:

le Alert file when book is received by punch card
form returned by vendor with item or by trans-
mitting this information via Teletype terminalo

2. Request catalog card sets with overprinted
headings, book labels and pockets using
techniques developed in Task le

2.3.1.5 Maintenance and Updating of Want Lists to Be Distributed
to Antiquarian Dealers

When claim notices are returned notifying the library
that a book is not available, this information will be entered into
a want list file. This file can be printed out from time to time
by language, or country of imprint to facilitate the purchase of
books on the out-of-print market. A special notification will be
produced for users requesting such books indicating that they are
being bought on the out-of-print market.

2.3.2 Detailed Design of an Acquisition System

The acquisitions function performed by libraries are:

(1) Search

- current holdings

- currently on order

(2) Verify entry on request form

L.C. proof copy file

- other bibliographic tools

(3) PUrchase

- select vendor

- produce purchase order

- establish "on-order" file
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(4) Receive Item from Vendor

- delete entry in on-order file

- invoice checking

- catalog, process and place bodk on shelf

Central processing will aid acquisition work by: (1)
maintaining a combined holdings file whose entries contain catalog
data for an item and the codes for each library holding the item;
(2) maintaining L.0 card or MARC data files for verification of
the bibliographic data on purchase requests; and (3) allocating
storage areas for individual maintenance of on-order files.
Economies in this system will be achieved by elimination of manual
search and verification procedures, and the carrying over of bibli-
ographic information from acquisition to cataloging,

2.3.3 Preparation of a Request for a Book

The originator of a request for a bodk will prepare a
request form. The request form will by typed and entered into the
central system either individually via an on-line typewriter or in
batches by a perforated tape. It will contain, in addition to the
bibliographic data, the identity of the requesting library and the
identity of the vendor.

include:
The items contained in the machine form request will

Bibliographic

Main entry (subject to manual verification using
standard bibliographic tools, or on-line
dialog with control file)

Title

Imprint

Edition

Series

L.C. card number (if available)

Control

Identity of requester (member of faculty or library statf)

Requestor's address (Dept. - Office no. etc.)
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Vendor Code

Identification code for requesting library

The requesting library should use only that amount of
information which will insure a response from the file because it
will save typing time when entering the request. The 4.C.. card
number, if it is available at the time of the original request
as it is in many of the entries in Publisher's Weekly, will be
sufficient data for machine file searching4

The purpose of the request will be to determine whether
any other member library, including the requesting library, has
already ordered the item. This corresponds to a manual search of
a card file. The questions to be asked of the file will be:

(1) Does the requesting library have the book on order?
(by searching on-order file in allocated area)

(2) Does the requesting library have the book in its
collection? (by searching master holdings file
for match on selected bibliographic data)

In both cases, the system will produce the appropriate notification
for the originator of the request at the individual library.

(3) Do any of the participating libraries have the
book in its collection? (after successful search
in (2), check holdings code)

If any member holds the item, a notification that catalog cards are
available will be issued. The cards will not be issued until noti-
fication from the requestor that the book has been received.
Delayed release of card sets will eliminate temporary storage of
cards and the problem of how to dispose of the cards when an item
is not delivered.

2.3.4 Search

2.3.4.1 On-Order Files

In the file storage areas allocated to the individual
libraries on-order files will be stored and maintained. This file
will be the first step in an acquisitions search. If the search
results in a match (an item found), a message to the originator
will be issued stating that theitem is on order, if no match, the
search will proceed to the next step in the acquisitions process.



2.3.4.2 Search Holdings File

A master holdings record will contain a list of all members
holding the item requested. If the requested item matches an item
in the master holdings file, then one of two conditions exist. Eithex
the library has the item in its collection or some other member has.
If it is determined that the item is already in the library's collec-
tion, the library will be notified.

If the result is that another member holds the item, the
system will produce a set of catalog cards from the stored catalog
record upon receipt of the bodk at the requesting library. The
order for a set of catalog cards can he made simultaneously with
the decision to order the item. (Matching the bibliographic data
also constitutes verification of the entry.)

The on-order file will have its own directories but will
point to the catalog data file whenever the requested item is already
in this file.

2.3.5 Purchase Order Control

The system will produce a purchase order addressed to the
vendor designated in the machine request record. At this time the
library's file will be updated to include the ordered item, and a
notification that the item is on order will be issued to the origina-
tor of the request. The on-order tag in the catalog file will be
processed periodically to initiate claims procedures.

2.3.6 Receipt of Item at Originating Library

When the item is received, the entry in the on-order tag
will be deleted, catalog card sets will be produced and forwarded
to the requestor, and the catalog data file will be updated to
include the requestor among the libraries holding the item in their
collections.

2.3.7 Use of CommoL Order-Processin Programs

The functions of book ordering are generally the same from
library to library.-' The variables in the procedure are: the origi-
nator of the request, faculty, library staff, or other users; the
method of ordering, all books through a single jobber, standing
orders to publisher; the format of the request form, format of
invoice and bill payment. A central program can be developed which
will perform a common set of functions. The input forms on which
information items are identified and encoded and the output forms,
where printing formats vary, can be controlled by a set of constants
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peculiar to each user. In this way, a single program can be used
with the result that the programming will be minimum.

2.3.8 Ttansmittal of Bibliographic Data to Catalogin

When a library originates a request for an item which no
other member has in its collection (no entry in the catalog data
file) but for which cataloging data is available on the MARC data
file, a match resulting from a search of the MARC file indicates
verification of the entry. The system will produce a card set when
notification of receipt of the item is entered.

If the entry does not exist in any file, a request will be
issued so that the requestor can verify the data using other biblio-
graphic tools. When the verification is accomplished at the source,
the system will prOduce the on-order recolds. When the item is
received, a request will be issued to the originator of the order
to supply catalog data for the catalog data file.

2.3.9 Computer Programming Requirements (Task 3)

The programming to be done in Task 3 will convert the
Task 1 and 2 search procedures to on-line search procedures using
a large random access memory.

2.3.9.1 File Creation Program

This program will build the files to be stored in the on-
line rapid access memory. These files are the catalog data file,
its directories, and the working files used in acquisition. All
files will use the same file creation program.

2.3.9.2 File Update Program

This program will accept machine records or data prepared
at the typewriter console and will update the files.

2.3.9.3 File Search

This program will find catalog data by searching the
finding lists which contain the location of the complete entry.

2.3.9.4 File Printout

This program will produce various specifiedtprintouts from
the file. For example, for verification an abbreviated printout of
an entry can be printed out at the console. When more complete data
is required, a full catalog entry can be requested. Printouts of
compilations, such as rough bdbliographic or reserve book lists,
can be produced also.
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2.3.9.5 File Transfer

This program is needed to transfer to and from the
random access file large blocks of data. These data transfers are
needed for safety storage, for updating by batch processing, or for
dissemination or distribution of part of the file.

r
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2.3.10 System...Configuration and Cost Estimates for Task 3

Task 2 has been described as a shared catalog system,
utilizing NEBHE and MARC datason a batch service basis. Task 3 is
a continuation and broadening of this activity in two ways: first,
batch processing is replaced by real-time on-line service, and
second, processing functions are extended to include more complex
bibliographic searches (task 2 search request criteria are limited
to LC number, title, author).

In the Task 3 phase of system development, it is antici-
pated that the data base, in either full or abbreviated form, will
be stored on a random access device, on line to the computer. This
is in distinction to the serial tape storage techniques proposed for
Task 2. The value of random storage (as opposed to serial) is that
data can be retrieved from any point in the data storage scheme
without having to position-arape forward or backward X hundred
feet. Thus access time can be computed in terms of milli-seconds,
while tape search time has to be estimated in minutes. This vast
increase in speed enables the computer to honor a search request as
soon as it is made, perform the search, and return the answer to the
requestor within a tolerable waiting period, eliminating the need
for batching requests.

This then enables the computer and the requestor to engage
in a so-called man-machine dialog, in which the speed and random
storage of the computee allows it to respond successive answers to
a series of questions asked by a librarian. The question series
permits progressive refinement of questions and suggests that more
sophisticated bibliographic search requests should be built into
the system, exploiting fully the computer's proposed on-line mass
data storage.

The:hardware costs for Task 3 are: (a) increased core
storage to accommodate more sophisticated search programs, and
(b) large random access storage device. Prices for these two
functions are given below,
computers.

Hardware

based on two different scales of

Medium Scale Large Scale

Additional memory $22,000 $49,000
(8-k)

1st Ddsc memory $130,400 $158,900
(146 million char)

$152,400 $207,900

Monthly Rental
( = 1/40 purchase) $ 3,810 $ 5,197
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As in Task 2, the price difference is accounted for in
word size and speed of transfer between the disc and the computer
(a large scale 6 character-per-word machine would require half the
number of disc-to-memory transfers as a medium scale 3 character-
per-word computer). It should be noted that Task 2 service functions
will still be ongoing through Task 3. Task 3 might also require
additional hardware to accommodate a larger number of users in the
network.

2.4 TASK 4: INITIAL USE OF TELETYPE NETWORK AND DEMONSTRATION OF
PROGRAMS AND SERVICES

Task 4 will test and demonstrate the programs and services
of Tasks 1 and 2 in an environment that will simulate many of the
features and problems of the later on-line time-shared system.
Remote Teletypes will be installed in each of the six participating
libraries and will be connected via Dataphone to a Teletype at the
central computer in Cambridge.

During the Task 4 period, all the programs for file crea-
tion, technical processing, and catalog data file searching will be
used and refined on the basis of this use. Communications procedures
mill be checked out, an evaluation of the products and services of
the system will be made, and time and usage studies will be made to
enable a smooth transition to the later on-line system.

The installation of the first Teletypes mill begin on
August 1, 1967, and after a shakedown period, a three day per week
service operation is planned in which the member libraries will
request technical processing and search services during the day on
Monday, Wednesday, and Friday. Batch processing will be performed
the following nights, and technical processing products and answers
will be delivered the following day. A principal objective of the
Task 4 demonstration system will be to build up the capability for
effective and fast response to user requests in preparation for a
full service on-line system.

2.5 THE FUTURE NEW ENGLAND LIBRARY NETWORK

It is expected that the transitiion to an on-line time-
shared system can be done by July 1968. The first on-line system
mould provide a full service center for technical processing and
acquisitions. A mass storage system and a more powerful time-
sharing computer would take the place of the off-line magnetic
tape system used in the Task 4 system. The effective operation
of the cooperative center will depend on having fast access to a
sizeable data base, and the planned transition will provide this
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means. The overall plan has been to develop a full repertoire of
programs, formats, comnunication techniques, and methods on an
inexpensive magnetic tape system, and then switch over quidkly to
a full service system. The economic objective Is to minimize the
initial non-productive set-up time of the on-line system.

Once the on-line system is in operation, plans for
expanding the network and its services will be formulated. As
the six participating state usiversity libraries develop their
own computer facilities, it is reasonable to expect that they
will become sub-centers of library networks within their states.
Decentralization of this sort will minimize communications costs
and optimize the use of facilities. It is probable that improved
on-line terminals, incorporating display capability, can soon be
added inexpensively at the libraries permitting a greatly expanded
search capability. As the Library of Congress MARC services
expand, these will be incorporated into the NEBHE system. The
early operation of the NEBRE network is expected to provide much
data of value in determining the design, operation, and costs of
other regional library networks, national library networks, and
general machine-aided remote access to information resources.



APPENDIX 1

The Overlap Experiment*

Introduction

As pert of a design study to specify a regional processing
center for the New England state university libraries, it was re-
quired to know the percentage of collection overlap with respect to
each of the 30 ordered pairs of 6 libraries. Participating states
were Maine, New Hampshire, Vermont, Massachusetts, Rhode Island,
and Connecticut. This overlap data was needed to predict the degree
of joint use ol cataloging information and to estimate the effi-
ciencyof collective reclassification.

The results revealed a high degree of commonality in the
6 collections, showing, for example, that a random title from one
library had a 40% chance of being present in another randomly
selected library. When current imprint samples were tested, the
figure rose to 47%. Rhode Island's holdings were shown to be the
collection of greatest duplication elsewhere.

Procedure

Two samples of 550 catalog cards were drawn from each
library. Sample I was an unbiased sample from the general collec-
tion; sample 2 was current imprint cards only (1964, 1965, and 1966)
The two separate samples vere used to determine whether current
acquisitions were more or less homogeneous than earlier holdings.
The number 550 was chosen to insure that the empirical percentages
of overlap were 'within 5 per cent of their true value with a 99%
confidence level. This is explained in detail latex. Only mono-
graphs subject to L.C. classification were included. Microforms,
goverment documents, etc., were excluded as were rare book collec-
tions, children's literature, and similar material unlikely to be
included in an LC-oriented cooperative system.

Main entry cards were selected to avoid the effects of
subject or class bias. The number 550 was divided by the number
of drawers in the catalog, and this number, rounded up, vas the
number taken from each drawer. The distance between successive
selections was kept approximately constant, and if a chosen card
was inappropriate, successive cards were examined until a selection
vas made. Sample 1 and sample 2 were drawn separately; the cards
were duplicated for distribution to the other libraries and
refiled. Selection, reproduction, and refiling time averaged 40
man-hours per sample.

VTETFIFFMWIEFTeen submitted fur publication with the title
"Statistics of Collection Overlap at the Libraries of the Six
New Eugland State Universities",
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Each library selected 2 samples, and received 10 samples
to be matched. A total of 60 samples was ultimately checked,
yielding the overlap for general collections and current imprints
for each ordered pair of libraries. Checking time ranged from 6
to 12 man-hours per sample.

Results

Table 1 shows the percentage of overlap from library to
library for the two samples. The overlap of sample 1, the general
collection, ranged from 28.1% to 55.2%, and had an average of 39.7%.
The current imprint sample, sample 2, had a greater range (25.1% to
70.6%), and had a higher average (46.9%). Table 2 lists the per-
centage probabilities of duplication in each of the libraries, and
this appears directly related to library size, as might be expected,
but with a shorter range of variation than size alone would cause.
This is probably indicative of a "core" collection, common to all,
whfch raises the lower bound of duplication in the smaller libraries.
This is further evidenced in table 3 which lists the expected number
of duplications elsewhere of titles in a given library. Ttble 3 con-
tains the row sums of table 1. For the general collection, the
average is 1.99 duplications, and 2.35 duplications for current
imprints. Approximate library size is shown in table 4.

The increased use of "standing orders" by all participants
no doubt accoumts in part for this difference. Rhode Island emerges
as the most duplicated library, with 2.40 duplicates for the general
collection and 2.72 duplicates for the current imprints.. This high
degree of duplication will result in more efficient use of shared
mass storage in the regional center and indicates a high return on
cooperative reclassification efforts. The expected number of uses
of shared information is the number of duplications plus one, or
about 3 uses for an item in the general collection and 3.35 uses if
current imprints only are considered.

Appendix: Overlap Probabilities

The overlap percentages of Table 1 may be interpreted as
the conditional probability that a title in library i will exist,
given that the title exists in library j, the card source, which
we will express as:

P(1111j)

The probability C that a selected library, li, will con-
tain a volume randomly selected from a different library is the sum
of the conditional probabilities over j; divide0 by i;ho millihesr of
libraries less 1.

041

114j
(L-1)



These results are shown in Table 2, and are the column
sums of the entries in Thble 1, divided by 5.

The expected number, 1101, of duplications, i.e., the
expected number of libraries that will have a title contained in
a given library, j, will be the sum of the conditional probabilities
involving library i.

D = P(li Ilj)

ifj
For purposes of the experiment, multiple duplications in one
library are not considered differently than one duplication. These
results are shown in Table 3, and are the row sums of the entries
in Table 1. The expected number of uses is the number of duplica-
tions plus one.

To obtain the basic conditional probabilities we take the
ratio of the k matches found in library i that correspond to titles
in the n samples from library j:

kij
P(lillj) =

The number n is constant for all libraries, and is chosen to be
large enough to assure that the discrepancy, between the actual
percentage p and the measured percentage p', is less than a chosen
amount with a chosen confidence level P. A reasonable requirement
for our study was to insure that our estimate overlap percentage
was within 5% of the actual overlap percentage, with a ermfidence
level of 99%. That is:

P {Ip'-pi < 0.051 > 0.99

We use the normal approximation to the binomial distribution and
first find the root, x, of the normal distribution for P = .99,
yielding x = 2.326. Then using the form:

1
e-

pic) x2
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We assume the worst case (requiring the largest n) for which
p = .5, so that:

n .25(J)
2

For the case considered, with x = 2.326 and E = .05, we find:

n > 541

Were we to reduce the confidence level to 95% and maintain a maxi-
mum error of 5%;

n > 271

The former figure is used, rounded up to 550, since we have no
previous data to use as verification.
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Checked by

Card Source Maine N.H. Vermont Mass. R.I. Conn.

Maine 81 39.7 37.8 39.9 34.9 45.8
(3.8) (3.5)

S2 .- 42.3 40.6 65.0 41.3 52.4
(3.8) (6.1)

N.H. S1 47.0 -- 28.1 41.7 34.4 45.6
(4.7) (3.3)

82 43.0 -- 36.0 67.6 42.5 39.5
(1.7) (9.1)

1

Vermont 81 43.1 32.9 -. 48.8 39.5 49.1
(3.4) (4.3)

S2 40.0 55.5 -. 70.6 49.6 56.3
(0.4) (3.9)

Mass. S1 39.4 29.7 31.6 .. 31.1 43.0
(2.7) (6.0)

82 27.9 36.7 25.1 SOD OM 28.4 45.0
(4.3) (3.4)

R.I. S1 44.7 48.2 39.5 52.2 55.2

S2 43.3 54.9 40.8 69.0 -. 63.6
(5.1)

Conn. S1 35.7 32.5 29.0 41.2 29.8
(4.4)

82 35.9 48.2 38.6 64.7 43.3 --

(4.2)

PERCENTAGE OVERLAP OF COLLECTIONS

S1 = Sample 1, General Collection
S2 = Sample 2, Current Imprints only (1964-65-66)

Parenthetical figures are additional percent..ges of imperfect
matches (different editions, etc. separately noted by R.I.
and Conn., considered as non-match by others).

TABLE 1



Mhine S1 42.0

52 38.1

N.H. S1 36.6

S2 49.5

Vermont S1 33.2

S2 34.3

Mhss. S1 46.8

I S2 67.4

ILI. S1 33.9

S2 41.0

Conn. 81 47.7

S2 51.4

Al - S

Average Percentage Probability
of Duplication

General Collection 39.7%

Current Imprint 46.9%

Percentage Probability that a Title in knother Library will be
Duplicated in the Listed Libraries

S1 = sample 1, Gener21 Collection

82 = sample 2, Current imprints Only (1964-65-66)

TABLE 2



Maine S1 1.98

S2 2.43

N.H. S1 1.97

82 2.29

Vermont S1 2.13

82 2.72

81 1.75

82 1.65

R.I. 81 2.40

82 2.72

S1 1.68

82 2.30

Mass.

Conn.

A1-7

Average Expected Number of Duplications
(excluding multiple copies)

General Collection: 1.99

Current Imprint: 2.35

Average Expected Number of Uses of
Shared Cataloging Information
(excluding multiple copies)

General Collection: 2.99

Current Imprint: 3.35

Expected Number of Duplications in other Libraries of a Title
in the Listed Libraries (excluding multiple copies)

S1 = Sample 1, General Collection

82 = Sample 2, Current Imprints Only (1964-65-66)

TABLE 3

40001. 1.//1010.4...
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Maine 450,000

New Hampshire 400,000

Vermont 390,000

Massachusetts 450,000

Rhode Island 275,000

Connecticut 620,000

0.11011IM

4041lif.11111

Number of Volumes Held in 1966 (Approx.)

TABLE 4



APPENDIX 2

NEBHE Compatibility with MARC

1. Introduction

The large main file of the NEBHE Library Facility will
have input from three sources: (1) MARC data from the Library of
Congress; (2) original cataloging data from current cataloging and
(3) cataloging data from any future reclassification project of the
NEBEE participants. There can conceivably be other sources, but
these three will be considered the only sources initially.

Since MARC data will be one of the primary inputs to the
NEBEE Master File, it was decided to insure complete compatibility
with MARC. The NEBEE Master File must be derivable from the MARC
files. Conversely, if the NEBHE file should be communicated to
some other processing center at some future time, the medium of
communication would probably be through the MARC format. It is
desirable, therefore, to be able to generate a MARC record fram the
NEBHE Master File. In order to see how this can be done, let us
examine the two critical features of the files: (1) file format
and (2) character sets.

2. File Formats

The present MARC format contains 25 fixed fields and 20
variable fields. Five of the 25 fixed fields are generated by the
computer, one is a blank field, and the remainitAg 19 are input
manually.

The NEBHE format is somewhat similar to MARC. Of the 25
fixed fields, 14 are retained as fixed fields, 3 are retained as
modifiers on variable field tags, one is retained as part of
variable field data, and 7 are not retained. Five of the 7 that
are not retained can be generated automatically whenever desired.
One of them, local use, is a blank field. The remaining one,
control indicator, is of interest to the Library of Congress only.
One of the variable fields in MARC, copy statement, is not retained
in NEES since it is relevant only to the Library of Congress, The
other variable field data are retained without change.

When the Library of Congress converts to the MARC II
format, the NEBHE format will be adjusted so that there will again
be complete compatibility with the Library of Congress. The pres-
entation that follows lists each one of the MARC fields, describes
it, and then gives its treatment in the NEBHE format.

MARC...Fixed Field-i Block Length

This 4 byte fixed field will contain the block length. (It will
always be the record length plus four.) The first two bytes
specify, in 16-bit binary form, the length of the block, and the
next two bytes are blank. The maximum block length is 2008
characters.
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NENE Format:

This field is not retained in the NEpH3 file,
It can be generated by computer from the data
in file wherever desired.

lane Fixed Field 2. Record Length

This 4 byte fixed field will contain the record length. The first
two bytes specify, in 16-bit binary form, the length of the record,
and the next two bytes are blank. The maximum record length is
2004 characters.

NEBHE Format:

This field is not retained in the WE3HE file.
It can be generated by computer from the data
in file whenever desired.

MARC Fixed Field 3. Library of Cougress qtalmatELERT:42E

The LC Card Number will be carried as an eieven-charrcter fir.ed
field which allows for three leaciing alpha characters and eight
numerics. Alpha characters represent any pzefix o tieff, LC Card

NUmber. The prefix is left justified with blank fill, and if no
prefix is present, three blanks will appear before the numeric
card number. The numeric part of the LC Card Namber can be describec
as an eight-digit number; the first two digits are date, the last
six digits an identification number. The date will always appear
in character positions 4 and 5 of the LC Card Number field. The .

ifL-nttlication number will be right justified with zero fill. Ex-
ample:

NUmber on printed card Number on magnetic tape
A66-011 11blbtX660000ll
AB66-0lll Abh36600011l

Note: In the above examples "br stands for blank and represents
one character position.

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of variable field 94 (Library
of Congress Catalog Card Number).

ram...imLeciLaplAt_su mina
Since supplements, indexes and other dashed-on entries are to be
carried as independent records in the MARC Pilot Project, it is
necessary to provide a one-character fixed field (numeric) to
identify the supplement number. This is required because the sup-
plements will have the same LC Card Number as the original work.
If the record does not represent a supplement, this field will be
blank.
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NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 32.

MARC Fixed Field 5. Type of Main Entry

A one-character fixed field (alpha) will identify the type of main
entry as specified in the ALA Cataloging Rules for Author and Title
Entries, as follows:

A - Personal Author
B - Government Body
C - Society or Institution
D - Religious Society or Institution
E.- Miscellaneous Corporate Body
F Uniform
G - Title

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes the modifier for the variable
fields 10 and 20 (Main Entry and Title Statement).
A-F modifies field 10 (Main Entry). G modifies
field 20 (Title Statement) if it is the main entry.

MARC Fixed Field 6. Form of Work

A one-character fixed field (alpha) will identify the form of the
work. For the MARC Pilot Project, only two forms will be identified.

M - Monograph
S - Serial

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 32.

MARC Fixed Field 7. Bibliography Indicator

If the work contains any kind of bibliographical apparatus or is
itself a bibliography, this fixed field will contain an X. Other-
wise, the field will be blank.

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 32.

MARC Fixed Field B. Illustration Indicator

If the work contains any type of illustrations other than msps,
this fixed field will contain an X. Otherwise, the field will be
blank.
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NEBHE Format:

This field becomes the modifier for variable
field 40 (Collation Statement). If only il-
lustrations are present, the modifier is "1".
If both illustrations and maps are present,
the modifier is "b".

MARC Fixed Field 9. Map Indicator

If the work contains maps, this fixed field will contain an X.
Otherwise, the field will be blank.

NEBHE Format: .:

This field becomes the modifier for variable
field 40 (Collation Statement). If only maps
are present, the modifier is "m". If both
maps and illustrations are present, the modi-
fier is "b".

MARC Fixed Field 10. Conference or Meeting Indicator

If the work contains the proceedings or the report of a conference,
meeting or symposium, this fixed field will contain an X. Other-
wise, the field will be blank.

BEEBE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 32.

MARC Fixed Field 11, Juvenile Indicator

If the work is for juveniles (as indicated, e.g., by the forms of
the subject heading and/or the classification number), this field
will contain an X. All records in the Annotated Card program will
also contain au X in this field. Otherwise, the field will be
blank.

Note that in addition to data in the format of the standard LC
printed card, data for material in the Annotated Card program will
also be included in the MkRC Pilot Project. Thus if a work is in
the Annotated Card program, it may be represented in the MARC tape
twice: once by the data in standard LC card formatland once by
the data in Annotated Card format, Annotated Cards do not have the
same LC card number as their counterparts in the regular card pro-
gram.

Annotated Cards have the prefix AC in the card number and have been
designed by the Library of Congress for a card catalog of children's
literature. All book publications for children (preschool to young
adult) and adult books that appear on young adult and school read-
ing lists will be included in the AC program, Reference books
which are suitable for children's use and books about children's
literature are also included,
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The bibliographic record for the AC card is basically the same as
the standard LC card. The only differences are:

a. The card provides a short, clear annota-
tion that will appear as a note.

b. Subject headings specially designed for
children will replace the LC subject
headings.

C. An Abridged Dewey (9th edition) Class-
ification Number is provided.

d. An "E" for easy book and "FIC" for
fiction are provided in place of
the Dewey Number when appropriate.

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 32.

MARC:Fixed Field 12. Language Indicator

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 41.

MARC:Fixed Field 13. Language 1

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 41.

MARC Fixed Field 14. Language 2

The character (alpha) that appears in the Language Indicator de-
scribes the use of languages in the work and determines the content
of the two language fields as shown below. The codes used in the
language fields will be either three or four characters. If three
characters, the language code will be left justified with the fourth
character position in the field a blank.

S - The work contains only one language. The
language will be given in the Language 1
field (alpha) and the Language 2 field will
be blank.

T - The work is a translation. Language I will
contain the language of publication, the
Language 2 field (alpha) will contain the
language in which the work was originally
written or Multilingual, as in the case of
anthologies.
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N - The work contains more than one language.
The principal language will be given in
the Language I field. If only two languages
are used, the second language will be given
in the Language 2 field. If more than 2
languages are used, Multilingual will be
given as the second language.

D - The work is a dictionary of more than
one language. If only 2 languages are
used, these will be given in the language
fields. If more than 2 languages are used,
the principal language will appear in the
Language 1 field and Multilingual will be
given as the second language.

G - The work is a grammar or reader of the type
used in language courses. The native language
of the student will be in the Language 1 field,
The language being studied will be given in
the Language 2 field.

NEBRE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 41.

MARC Fixed Field 15 Type of Publication Date

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 29.

MARC Fixed Field 16. Date 1

NEHHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 29.

MARC Fixed Field 17. Date 2

The contents of the two Date of Publication fields (numeric) are
determined by the character that appears in t'le Type of Publication
Date field (alpha) as follows:

S - The date of publication consists of a
known date or a probable date that can
be represented by four digits, e.g.
OL9661.The date is given in the Date 1
field. The Date 2 field will contain
the date of copyright if it appears in
the Imprint Statement.
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R - The work is a reproduction (such as a
reprint or facsimile.) The publication
date of the reproduction will be given
in the Date I field. The Date 2 field
will contain the date of original publica-
tion.

N - The date of publication is not known. Both
date fields will be blank.

M - The date of publication consists of a multi-
ple date. The initial date will be given in
the Date I field. If the terminal date is
knownitt will be given in the Date 2 field,
otherwise the Date 2 field will be set to
the year 9999 to indicate an open ended
situation.

Q - One or more of the digits tn the imprint
date is missing. Such dates will be in-
put as follows:

Key Date 1 Date 2
18-- grimAou0 1899
189- Q 1890 1899

NEBRE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 29.

MARC Fixed Field 18. Place of Publication

A four-character fixed field (alpha) will give the place of publica-
tion in a four-character mnemonic code.

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 29.

MARC Fixed Field 19. Publisher

A four-character fixed field (alpha) will contain a publisher code.
This code may be two, three, or four characters in length. Should
the code contain only two or three characters, it will be left
justified within the field,and the remaining character positions
in the field will be set to blank(s).

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 29.



MARC Fixed Field 20. Height

A two-character fixed field
the volume in centimeters.
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of Volume

(numeric) represents the height of

NEBHE Format:

This field becomes part of fixed field 29.

MARC Fixed Field 21. Types of Secondary Entries

Each character in this fixed field will indicate a type of secondary
entry traced in the record. If the condition is present, the posi-
tion will contain an X, if not the position will be blank. The
fields will be set by the computer programs in the processing of
variable field information. The first seven characters described
in the following list refer to secondary entries that are not
subject added entries.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of the name of at least one Personal Author.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of the name of at least one Government Body.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of the name of at least one Society or Institu-
tion.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of the name of at least one Religious Society
or Institution.

An X in this position indicates the prasence
of the name of at least one Miscellaneous
Corporate Body.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of at least one Uniform Heading.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of at least one Title secondary entry.

An X in this position indicates the presence
of at least one Subject Heading.

NENE Format:

This field is not retained in the NEBHE file.
It can be generated by computer from the data..
in file whenever desired.
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MARC Fixed Field 22. Series Indicator

If the work is part of a series, this fixed field will contain an
X, Otherwise, the field will be blank. This indicator will be
set by the computer programs any time a series note is encountered
in the variable field processing.

NEBHE Format:

This field is not retained in the NEBHE file.
It can be generated by computer frau the data
in file whenever desired.

MARC Fixed Field 23. Le-e.11 Use

These character posi4 ave been set aside for the use of the
participating librax ta

NEI= Format:

This field is not retained in the NEBHE file.

MARC Fixed Field 24. Control Indicator

This one-character fixed field (alpha) will be used to indicate the
following:

N - This record is new this week.

O - This record was new last week.

R - This record has been revised this
week.

(blank) - This record is at least two weeks
old.

NEBHE Format:

This field is not retained in the NEBHE file.

MARC Fixed Field 25. Length of Record

This four-character fixed field (numeric) will indicate the total
number of characters in the record beginning with the first charactei
of the LC Card Number and ending with the last character of the
variable field.

NEBHE Format:

This field is not retained in the NEBHE file.
It can be generated by computer from the data
in file whenever desired.
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MARC Variable Field 1. Main Ehtry (Tag 10)

A. The format of the main entry will be as specified in the ALA
Cataloging Rules for Author and Title Entries subject to 1E6
following exceptions for persona names:

(I) Titles (Sir, Lord, etc.) will follow the forename rather
than the surnnme.

Example: Scott, Walter, Sirs bart., 1771-1832.

(2) Date modifiers (b.s d., fl., etc.) will follow rather
than precede the date(s).

(3) No spaces between initials will be left for future additions

B. For a Title Main Nntry, no 10 Tag data will be present in the
record. The Title statement (Tag 20) will be used as the Main
Entry.

C, A special character, the pound sign (#); will be used as a
delimiter in:

(1) Personal Names

Personal names fall into the following pattern: Name,
Titles Date and Relator. The pound sign will be used
as follows:

Name
Names#
Name #
Name #
Name 1#
Name 1#
Names#
Name #

Date#
Date#, Relator
Title
Title, Date#
Title, Date# Relator
Title, Relator
Relator

After a name, the delimiter follows the punctuation.
After a date, the delimiter immediately follows the
fourth character of the date.

Example: Churchill, Winston Leonard Spencers# Sir,
1874#-1965.

Smith, John, # 1859#1 d.

In the above scheme the word title is used to mean al/
titles designating rank, office or nobility or words or
phrases associated with the name. The word relator means
those phrases which describe the relationship between an
author and a work, e.g., ed., tr., comp., etc.
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(2) All other names and headings used as Main Entry

A delimiter will be inserted following the last character
that would normally appear in bold face type on an LC
printed card.

Example: U. S.# Library of Congress.

California Institute of Technologyl# Pasadena.

Note: Some of these delimiters are included in the MkRC record
for purposeS of experimenting at the Library of Congress
with computer typesetting, sorting, searching, etc.

NEBHE Format:

The same as in MARC except that this tag
is modified as follows:

10a - Personal Author
10b - Government 2ody
10c - Society or Institution
10d - Religious Society or Institution
10e - Miscellaneous Corporate Body
10f - Uniform

MARC Variable Field 2 Conventional or Filing Title (rag 15)

The contents of this field will reflect filing procedures currently
in use at the Library of Congress.

NEBHE Format:

No change.

MARC Variable Field 3. Title Statement (Tag 20)

This field Will contain the Title and all information up to but not
including the Edition Statement. A s ecial character delimiter,
the pound sign (#), will be used toene tue end of the le
and the end of a Short Title, should one exist.

MEBHE Format:

The same as in MARC except that the tag is
modified by a "g" if it is a title main
entry.

MARC Variable Field 4 Edition Statemr-it (Tag 25)

This field will contain the complete Edition Statement. A special
character delimiter, the pound sign (#), will be used to separate

from the remainder of the statement.
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NEBHE Format:

Nb change,

MARC Variable Field 5. Im rint Statement (Tag 30)

This field will contain the Imprint Statement and the price of the
work if it has been cataloged under the National Program for
Acquisition and Cataloging. A special character delimiter, the
pound sign (#), will be used urgeTEFFEratiergEMTNEUF7 date
and price. The delimiter will follow the punctuation mark after
each subfield when such a mark is present. The presence of only
two delimiters indicates the absence of a publisher in the Imprint
Statement.

Example: Place,# Publishers# Date#
Place,# Publisher s# Date# Price
Place,# Date# Price
Place,# Date#

In the abave scheme "Place" includes "n. p." and "Date" includes
"n. d." Thus: n. d.-1#

NEBHE Format:

No change.

MARC Variable Field 6. Collation,Statement (Tag..40)

This field will contain the Collation Statement.

NEBHE Format:

The same as MARC except that this tag is
modified as follows:

40i - Work contains illustrations.
40m - Work contains maps,
40b - Work contains both illustrations and

maps.

MARC Variable Field 7. Series Note (Tag 50)

Each seriessthat is to be traced in exactly the same form as in the
Series Note, will be defined by a 50 Tag. Should the Series Note
consist of an author and a title, a special character delimiter,
the dollar sign ($), will define the end of the author element and
the beginning of the title element. This allows the author to
pear ok. one line and the title on another for the averprinting ot
the series added entry. Tag 50 may be repeated as often as neces-
sary.
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The first series note to appear in the record, whether defined by
a 50 or 51 Tag, will be the one to be placed in parentheses follow-
ing the collation statement. Fields tagged 50 or 51 may appear in
any sequence, i.e. 50, 51; 51, 50 or any combination for as many
Series Notes as appear in the record.

NEBHE Format:

No change.

MARC Variable Field 8. Series Note (Tag 51)

Each seriespthat is not to be traced in the same form as in the
Series Note or that is not to be traced at ail,will be defined by
a 51 Tag. Tag 51 may be repeated as often as necessary.

The first serfe.s note to appear in the record, whether defined by
a 50 or 51 Taa, will be the one to be placed in parentheses follow-
ing the collation statement. Fields tagged 50 or 51 may appear in
any sequences i.e. 50, 51; 51, 50 or any combination for as many
Series Notes as appear in the record.

NEBHE Format:

No change.

MaIRC Variable Field 9. Notes (Tag 60)

This field will contain the information for a Vote. Each Note will
be found as a separate variable field in the record. Tag 60 may
be repeated as often as necessary.

NEBHE Format:

No Chavge,

MARC Variable Field 10. Subject Tracing (Tag 70)

Each Subject Tracing will be located in a variable field defined by
a 70 Tag. Personal names used for Subject Tracings will be format-
ted in the same manner as for main entries; however, no delimiters
will be used. Tag 70 say be repeated as often as net,essary.

Should any of the tracings be a 2 line tracing (E"_lh as an guthor,'
title tracing), a special character delimiter, a dollar sign ($),
will define the end of the first element and beginning of the sect-md
for the overprinting of the added entry.

NEM Format:

No cilange.
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MARC Variable Field 11. Personal Author Tracing (Tag 71)

Each Personal Author Tracing (other than subject) will be located
in a variable field defined by a 71 Tag. The format and the use
of delimiters for the tracing will follow the same rules that apply
to Personal Author Main Entries. Tag 71 may be repeated as often
as necessary.

Should any of the tracings be a 2 line tracing (such as an author/
title tracing), a special character delimiter, a dollar sign ($),
will define the end of the first element and beginning of the second
for the overprinting of the added entry.

NEBRE Format:

NO change.

MARC Variable Field 12. Corporate Author Tracing (Tag 72)

Each Corporate Author Tracing (other than subject) will be defined
by a 72 Tag. The third character in the tag field will define the
4 types of corporate authors as follows:

B - Government Body
C - Society or Institution
D Reltgious Society or Institution
E - Miscellaneous Corporate Body

There are no pound signs (#) used as delimiters. Tag 72 may be
repeated as often as necessary.

Should any of the tracings be a 2 line tracing (such as an author/
title tracing), a special character delimiter, a dollar sign ($),
will define the end of the first element and beginning of the Eecond
for the overprinting of the added entry.

BEEHB Format:

No change.

MARC Variable Field 13. Uniform Tracing (Tag 73)

Each uniform tracing will be defined by a Thg 73. There are no
pound signs (0) used as delimiters. Tag 73 may be repeated as
ofterk as necessary.

NAME Format:

Ne2 change,

MARC Variable Field 14. Title Tracing (Tag 74)

Each Title Tracing will be defined by a Tag 74. If the Title
Tracing is not the same as tt,n Full Title or Short Title in the
Title Statement (rag 20), it will be given in full in this
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field. If a Full Title or a Short Title is to be used from the
Title Statement (Tag 20) this field will contain only a "T". There
are no pound signs (#) used as delimiters. Tag 74 may be repeated
as often as necessary.

NEBHE Format:

The same as MARC except that the "t" is a
modifier for Tag 74 rather than part of
the data field.

MARC Variable Field 15. Series Tracing (Tag 75)

Each Series Tracing will be defined by a Tag 75. The first character
of the data will be either "A" or "T". "A" indicates a Series Trac-
ing consisting of an author and a title. "T" indicates a Series
Tracing consisting of a title only. Tag 75 may be repeated as often
as necessary.

If the content of the Series Tracing has not been defined by a Tag
50 Series Note, this field will contain either 75A or 75T and the
content of the Series Tracing. Should the content of the Series
Tracing consist of an author/title, a special character delimiter,
the dollar sign ($), will define the end of the author element and
the beginning of the titla element. This allows the author to ap-
pear on one line and the title on another for the overprinting of
the series added entry.

If the content of the Series Tracing has been defined by a Tag 50
Series Note, this field will only contain either a 75A or a 75T.

NEBHE Format:

The same as MARC except that the "A"
and the "T" are modifiers for Tag 75
rather than part of the data file.

MARC Variable Field 16. Copy Statement (Tag 80)

This field contains information relevant to the Library of Congress.

NEBHE Format:

This field is not retained in the NEBHE
J file.

-0 MARC Variable Field 170 National Bibliography Number (Tag 83)
11

A National Bibliography Number is the item number of the publication
in the national bibliography. The third character of this tag must
be either a one or a zero (blank is invalid). A zero indicates
that the national bibliography item number can be accommodated by
15 characters or less. A one indicates that the national bibliozraphy
item number requires more than 15 chnracters. This will usually oc-
cur when the national bibliography item numbers for a multi-volume
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work are listed. Variable field 83 will contain the item number
for the volume number first listed on the Input Work Sheet. The
entire series of item numbers for the volumes listed on the Input
Work Sheet will be given as the first note tagged 60.

NEBHE Format:

The same as MARC except that "zero" and "1"
in the third character position of the Tag
are replaced by "a" and "b" respectively.

MARC Variable Field 18. Library of Congress Call Number (Tag 90)

This field will contain a complete Library of Congress Call kmber
or a Library of Congress Class Number or it will be blank.

The presence of only a Class Number indicates that the Library of
Congress cataloged the publication but has not added it to its
collections and does not expect to do so. On the standard Library
of Congre4s printed card such Class Numbers are enclosed within
brackets.i In the MARC Pilot Project such Class Numbers will not
be enclosed within brackets but instead the Class Number will be
followed by the letters NLC, which stand for "Not in LC". Two

spaces wi).1 separate the letters NLC from the Class Number.

The absenice of a Library of Congress Call Number indicates that the
publicatibn has been assigned to the Law Library of the Library of
Congress.

NEBHE Format:

,The same as MARC except that Tag 90 is
.modified by an "n" if call number contains
class numbers only.

MARC Variable Field 19. Dewey Decimal Classification Number (Tag 92)

This field will contain the complete Dewey Decimal Classification
Number. Some Dewey Numbers are prefixed by a "j". When such a
number appears in the MARC Pilot Project, the "j" will follow the
Dewey Number separated by two spaces and will be encloser-Within
parentheses. The "j" is used for juvenile titles and the numbers
have been assigned from the 9th abridged edition of the Decimal

Classification. Those cards in the Annotated Card program may have

an "E" for easy book and "Fief for fiction provided in place of the

Dewey Number when appropriate.

NEBHE Format:

No change.
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MARC Variable Field 20. Library of Congress_Catalog Card Number (Tag_

If the LC Card Number has date and number (66-1037) or a prefix with
a date and number (AC66-1037), the entire card number (prefix and
numerics) will appear in the fixed field. Whenever the LC Card
Number includes a suffix (66-1037/CD), the suffix will not appear in
the fixed field for the LC Card Number but rather will Wear with
Tag 94 in the variable field. The suffix field has a maximum char-
acter length of three. If there is no suffix to the card number,
no Tag 94 will appear in the variable field. Since less than 2
percent of the catalog cards contain suffixes and the suffix does
not affect the uniqueness of the number, the decision was made not
to include the suffix in the fixed field.

NEBHE *Format:

The entire LC Card Number--prefix, numerics, and
and suffix--is placed in one field, variable
field Tag 94. In the case of original catalog-
ing, the NEBHE processing center will assign
a NEBHE card number for this field. In this
case Tag 94 will be modified as follows, depend-
ing on where the original cataloging is done:

c - Connecticut
e - Maine
mi- Massachusetts
n - New Hampshire

- Rhode Island
- Vermont

a. Character Sets

While the NEBHE keyboard is not yet firm, there are two
distinct probabilities at this time. First, during the test phase

the NEBHE project, copy will be prepared at the computer center
using a Dura Mach 10. During later phases of the project when the
various libraries go on-line with teletypes, the seven level ASCII
code will probably be used. A table comparing these character sets
is given here:

MARC NEBHE
(Dura)

NEBHE
(ASCII)

and lower
case alphabetics

pper an awer
case alphabetics

pper an* awer
case alphabetics

1.--typirei

2. lumerics 2. Numerics 2. Numerics

3. Punctuation and
special char.:

3. Punctuation and
special char.:

3. Punctuation and
special char.:

comma Comma comma



MARC

A2-13

NEBHE
(Dura)

NEBHE
(ASCII)

period
semicolon
hyphen
left bracket
right bracket
left paren
right paren
colon
slash
ampersand
question mark
dollar
sharp
single quote
double quote
underscore

4. Diacritics

breve
umlaut
acute
cedilla
angstrom
macron
tilde
grave
circumflex

5. Special:

space
tab
carriage Teturn
lpper case
lower case
delete
backspace
stop code
non-print
print restore

period
semicolon
hyphen
left bracket
right bracket
left paren
right paren
colon
slash
ampersand
question mark
hollow square
solid triangle
times
en dash
endash
equals
plus
exclamation
percent
less than
greater than
quote
unquote

4. Diacritics

angstrom

5. Special:

space
tab
carriage return
upper case
lower case
delete
backspace
stop code

period
semicolon
hyphen
left bracket
right bracket
left paren
right paren
colon
slash
ampersand
question mark
dollar
sharp
single quote
double quote
asterick
equals
?lus
exclamation
percent
less than
greater than
at sign
backwards slant
up arrow
left arrow

4. Diacritics

(none)

Special:

space
tab
carriage return
upper case
lower case
delete
line feed
vertical tab
form feed
reader on



A2-19

skip restore
end of fold
end of records
end of tape

reader off
tape on
tape off
acknowledge
alternate mode
horizontal tab
end of transmis-:
sion

It is planned to make up the diacritics in the NENE
Master File through the use of an escape code . Thus Dap
will represent an umlaut, for example, Thus ..he NEBHE system will
have a translator to go from MARC to NEBHE and vice versa.

j



APPENDIX 3

LIBRARY OF CONGRESS CLASSIFICATION SCEEDULES MID THE NEBRE PROJECT

The Library of Congress Classification Schedules are
made by the Library of Congress especially for use by its staff
to classify books for its own collections. Libraries using
these schedules to classify books for their own collections
often disagree wi.;:h where and how certain subjects are handled
by L.C. and attempt to modify the schedules to varyinca degrees.
This can have serious economic and processing results.

Since L.C. cards are available for a large percentage
of the books cataloged for any library (with the likelihood under
Title II that an even larger percentage will be available in the
future) and all carry L.C. class numbers as assigned by L.C.
catalogers, there is a great saving in being able to use these
numbers without change or reJiew. Deviations from the schedules
as printed will require that every book acquired by a library be
reviewed and possibly changed to meet local preference. This is
expensive as it requires the review to be done by professional
librarians,

Therefore, careful consideration should be given to any
prouosed deviation before a decision is made to include it or not.
The library considering making deviations must satisfactorily
answer the question of whether the proposed deviation will be
worth the increased cost and effort. In general, it has been
found that local deviations cannot be economically justified, and
in reality, accomplish little. A list of the most commonly used
deviations is included below together with recommendations as to
how they should be handled in the NEBH2 Project.

AC

AP

L.C. Class No. Comment

Various kinds of sets and series are
classed here, subarranged by language.
Use this number for general collections
which do not show a subject bias. Those
that do show a subject biasoclass with the
subject.

Periodicals (General). Subarrangement
is by language, then by place. An
alternative widely accepted is straight
arrangement by title. Deviation by title
is minor and should be considered if
deemed important.



1

,

4 I

Neo

'

L.C. Class Nb.

BF

BL-BX

CT

GN

HA

A3 - 2

Com2ent

There is much dissatisfaction with this
schedule, and there are many deviations.

Psychology. Often put with psychiatry
in R. Libraries should follow L.C. and
use BF.

Religion. LArge specialized collections
(such as Union Theological) do not use
this classification at all. Depending
upon the religion of the library, there
are alternate schedules (not L.C.) which
are sdbstituted. Deviation for religion
recommended only for libraries having
large special collections. The typical
university library should use these
numbers without change,

Biography. Many libraries class all
biography in CT rather than to distribute
sdbject biography with subject. L.C.
practice should be followed strictly here,
that is, use CT only for general biography,
class subject oriented biography with
subject.

Anthropology. Some libraries have pre-
ferred to class certain materials belonging
here with the corresponding history num-
bers in D through F. General university
libraries should follow L.C. practice and
class all anthropology here.

Statistics. To be used only for general
statistics. Some libraries have "erigiaaa
all statistical material hem. Special
statistics should be placed with subject
as is done by L.C.

Socialism, Communism, Anarchism, Bolshevism.
Obviously a weak L.C. number. Some
libraries prefer to class certain materials
in political science (0 or history (D-F).
In general, LUC should be used, though
certain exceptions may be made.



A3 - 3

L.C. Class NO. Comment

Political Science. Schedule is badly out
of date. L.C. is at this point being
strongly urged to revise schedule.
Libraries should follow L.C. practice
until revision is completed. UN publi-
cations which are classed here are an
especial problem. For econany and
simplicity, follow L.C. again.

JX International Law. NUmber has been badly
abused because of the absence of a K
schedule. K schedule is presently being
published. Each item should be individually
considered, and older materials classed to
reflect current practice.

LT

LH-LJ

Currently being published. Where actual
schedules have been constructed, use them.
Where no schedule exists do one of the
following:

For general law: Use K and author cutter
number knowing that this group of numbers
will have to be reclassed in the future.

Use K and a country subdivision followed
by an author cutter, reclass when schedules
are available.

Class law of a particular subject or
industry with that subject (e.g., space
law in Q or T).

Textbooks. Often classed with subject
rather than with LT. Use this number only
for general textbooks.

Unlversity, college and school magazine,
and college fraternities and their publi-
cations. Often placed in LD through LF.
Probably should be classed as per L.C.

Music. Certain deviations made. Unless
schedule is being used for a large, special
collectiony M should be used as it is
written.



QD

QP

QR

SK

A3 - 4

L.C. Class No. Comment

Fine arts, Same camments as for M.

Literature and language. Main difficulty
is PZ3-4. L.C. is studying the problem and
will probably offer alternatives. Libraries
should class fiction with original distin-
guishing English language translations via
the floating tables. PZ5 is often used
for ALL juvenile literature. Unless a
library has a large collection 'of same,
they should follow L.C. practice rather
than to class all juvenile materials here.

Chemistry. Libraries often adapt Dewey
convention for the arrangement of the ele-
ments. Libraries should follow L.C. con-
vention of arranging alphabetically.

Physiology. Libraries have preferred R
and BF for certain materials belonging
here. Unless library is strictly medical
or psychology, follow L.C. practice.

Bacteriology. Often classed in R. Unless
library is a special medical library, use
QR.

Special medical libraries often substituted
special classifications for R (i.e., NLM,
etc.) Unless collection is for a medical
library, use R as printed.

Psychiatry. Distinction between this
number and BF arbitrary. Some libraries
place much BF here. For general libraries,
prefer L.C. practice.

Hunting sports. Often combined with GV.
Not recommended. Follor L.C. practice
closely.

Technology. Distinction between Q and T
often arbitrary. Follow L.C. practice
closely. Problem of technology and
economics (HD9000-9999) often cause
libraries to class materials in the HD
number. Follow L.C. practice closely.



A3 - 5

L.C. Class No. Comment

Bibliography. One schedule most deviated
from. L.C. is studying problem and possi-
bly will revise schedule or provide alter-
nate placement. Most libraries prefer to
place bibliography with subject, This is
a major administrative decisior. If Z is
allsndoned, and bibliography is placed with
subject, some scheme should be devised so
that bibliographies can'be retrieved at
some future date and reclassified accord-
ing to anticipated revisiono The
following alternates have been used:

Class bibliography of a subject with sub-
ject in the general/special number if
there is one, or with the general number
for the subject.

Class with general number a a subject
and cutter .A1 (followed by author nuMber)
or .Z6 (followed by author number).

Class with general number for a subject and
add mnenomic .016 to class number.

Any of the schemes work The last (using
.016) has the one advantage that it can be
more easily machine retrieved.


